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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Designed by longtime experts in excise tax, the SICPA Excise Tax System
(SETS) is a secure online tax processing and management solution that
solves challenges related to excise tax collection and helps capture
unrealized revenue for a variety of products including alcohol, cannabis,
fuels, and tobacco. SETS integrates seamlessly with legacy assets,
modernizes core tools, automates compliance reporting, and aligns with
FTA Uniformity guidelines.

Virginia Department of
Motor Vehicles
January 2018
Virginia Excise Tax
System (VAETS) to
support fuels tax
collection operations

How Can SETS Help You Make Every Dollar Count?
Protect Revenue
Collection

o Specific to excise & specialty taxes
o Supports accurate tax calculations
o Real-time processing accelerates filings

and on-time payments

Kentucky Department
of Revenue
March 2017

Empower
Enforcement

o Identifies discrepancies to quickly

pinpoint missing funds
o Allows access to data in the field
o Augments audits

Maximize
Efficiency

Kentucky Excise Tax
System (KyETS) to support
tobacco excise tax
collection operations

o Modernized e-Gov tools
o Integrates with legacy assets
o Aligns with FTA Uniformity
o Automates compliance reporting

How Does SETS Work?
SETS provides a complete suite of tax registration, tax filing, processing,
and administrative functionality that can be configured to support the
taxing authority’s specific business processes and requirements. Hosted
on a highly-secure technical platform that provides both scalability and
redundancy to ensure continued system performance and accessibility,
SETS is based on an open, interoperable architecture and supports a variety
of integration paradigms to remove the boundaries between systems.
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Modules
Account Management for Filers &
Government
Government users and taxpayers can create, manage,
modify and delete accounts. This functionality can be
customized to support agency-specific business rules
(e.g. government approval and role-based permissions).

Tax Filing & Returns
Users can create and amend tax returns via both large
scale (bulk) data interchanges and simple-to-use web
form data entry. Submissions are error-checked in real
time, cutting down on wait time and increasing efficiency.

Data Management & Reporting
Government users have access to a comprehensive
set of standard reports and configurable query engines
to enable more detailed access to information on tax
activity and statistics.

Financial Management & Payments
Designed to integrate into the taxing authority’s
electronic payment process of directly with their bank or
service provider, SETS supports ACH debit, ACH credit,
eCheck, cash, and check.

Discrepancy & Crossmatch
The cross-matching programs enable taxing authority
decision makers to identify various discrepancies
that may result from actions being executed by taxing
authority staff.

Audit & Case Management
Audit-related processes include capturing and comparin
summary information about the audit period across all
returns, as well as comparing to prior periods and other
data available in the system.

In addition, SETS offers supporting features across all modules. These include:
Dashboard/
Homepage

Dashboards provide intuitive and simple-to-navigate access for taxing authority customers and
agency end-users to complete required tasks and work items..

Communications
& Notifications

SETS acts on a specific status and the system delivers alerts and messages to the customer as well
as to the taxing authority that action is required and by which party. The Message Center also allows
filers and the taxing authority to communicate with each other via an on-line messaging service.

Reporting &
Analytics

SETS provides a comprehensive set of standard reports and configurable query engines to enable
more detailed access to information on tax activity and statistics.

Search

Users can search using a variety of configurable criteria, as well as filter and group the data
displayed by the filer or tax authority search criteria.

Documents
upload/download

SETS provides document upload and download capabilities across modules, including the tax
return module, for different types of files and formats, to support various workflow tasks within the
system for taxing authority staff and filers alike.

Interface/
Integration

SETS provides seamless integration with external and legacy assets and online components to
more fully automate processes across traditional boundaries.

Activity Log

SETS provides a complete audit trail of filer and tax authority activity. This information is never
deleted. As data is updated or corrected, SETS maintains date-stamped versions of data.
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THE CHALLENGE

With state budget gaps widening each year, the collection of revenues
legitimately due to the government is increasingly vital. Governments face
several specific challenges when it comes to excise tax collection and
management:
•

Tax evasion & fraud:
Disparity of tax rates between states

•

Tax administration efficiency:
Aging, disconnected legacy systems, manual processes, and inflexible
one-size-fits-all integrated tax systems

•

Audit and compliance effectiveness:
Lack of transparency and timely information

•

Industry standards:
Legacy systems not built with FTA Uniformity standards in mind

29+71+Q
<70%

excise tax
compliance
Tax evasion and fraud
Lack of efficiency
Audit and compliance
effectiveness
Industry standards

SETS was designed to uniquely address these challenges in the context
of excise taxes, which are targeted taxes on specific goods tied to the
physical movement of products across a supply chain. This model has
distinct requirements not addressed by the one-size-fits all Integrated Tax
Systems (ITS), which are best suited for sales and business taxes levied
on a much larger list of products. SETS easily interfaces with the Integrated
Tax Systems to support requirements of higher-level views to tax revenues
across the board.

Calculated using
US Census Bureau data
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CURRENT CHALLENGES

SETS BENEFITS

Roughly $5B – $10B in lost state tax revenues annually
(calculated using data from the U.S. Census Bureau)

o Improves tax compliance
o Automates licensing, tax reporting, credits,

collections, payments, audit, cross-match and data
analytics
A myriad of separate and functionally siloed systems:
• Prevents a single, consolidated view of taxpayer
information
• Creates integration and accessibility challenges
• Results in complex interfacing to upgrade systems
• Inhibits future development work as resources are
tied up trying to “keep the lights on”

o Provides a complete view of taxpayer data

Disparate technologies create usability challenges:
• Older technologies cannot support needs
• Variety of user interfaces creates inconsistency
• Taxing authority staff must use multiple systems to
complete tasks

o Modern, web-based dashboard featuring easy-to-

System performance challenges create processing
bottlenecks and stability issues. Having to constantly
reboot systems to complete activities or being able
to carry out only a few activities at a time inhibits
productivity and timely processing of tasks.

o Hosted on a highly secure technical architecture

Maintenance and enhancement are difficult, requiring
work-around processes from taxing authority staff to
complete activities.

o Flexible, upgradeable software solution

o Based on open, interoperable architecture
o Supports a variety of integration paradigms
o Remove boundaries between systems

use “tiles”
o Consistent, clean and modern
o Quick and efficient access to consolidated

information and actions

o Provides scalability and redundancy to ensure

continued system performance and accessibility

o Functions delivered through configuration, not

customization
o Offers easy and seamless implementation of system

changes and enhancements
Traditional filing platforms have delays of up to 24 hours
to see status of tax returns and resolve any errors/
issues. Delays can be further compounded if the filer is
not able to log back in to check the status after the error
check is finally complete.

o Returns are processed in real time to give filers

confirmation of a successful submission or to alert
them of any errors with detailed feedback to assist in
corrections Taxing authority receives returns in real
time, allowing them to forecast expected revenue if
desired
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THE SOLUTION

SETS is a modern, automated, electronic excise tax system designed to
address the specific administrative, operational and audit requirements.
SETS provides a flexible, solution to meet current and future business
needs built on a robust, scalable technical infrastructure with a modern
graphical user interface. SETS is hosted on a highly secure, interoperable
technical architecture that provides scalability and redundancy to ensure
continued system performance and accessibility.

Functional Modules

Account/Registration
SETS includes the forms and processes to create, maintain, modify
and delete customer accounts. Through intuitive web sessions and
system communications SETS enables taxing authority staff as well as
businesses/filers to take responsibility for maintaining their own account
data. This frees up agency resources to monitor and manage excise tax
activity versus focusing their efforts on process. SETS enables an open
initial application process, meaning that anyone with internet access can
submit an initial account application without jeopardizing the integrity of
the secured data stored in SETS.

Web-based
Flexible
Consolidated/
Integrated
Real-time
Automated
User-friendly
Secure
Efficient
Comprehensive

Password complexity, validation and user authentication rules are fully
configured to best practices, and can be customized to a State’s specific
requirements. SETS password controls are autonomous, allowing the
individual user to maintain login credentials.
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Once all requirements are met and the account is set
up, the new account holder can add additional users
to their account. Security roles are assigned to each
user added. If a change is made, the system creates an
audit trail showing the original value in history, allowing
users to view the before and after information as well
as documenting which user made the change. The
user that made the change and the taxing authority are
notified of the change through alerts and secure email
correspondence. The functionality can be configured to
support a State’s approval processes, as well as tiers of
users with different permissions, for example: primary
users and other users.

SETS maintains user permissions through easily
defined roles established to accommodate multiple
levels of users. There are two basic user groups in
SETS: the taxing authority, and the filer (i.e., taxpayers,
refund claimants, third party service providers, and
informational reporters). Each group is made up of
multiple security roles that limit access to SETS based
on the taxing authority’s specifications.
SETS is designed to add additional user security roles
to the system. Each role is configured to limit the
associated user’s access to only the area(s) defined
by the taxing authority.

Licensing
SETS is designed to collect the registration application
from the account as well as to guide the user through
the license application process via online forms.

The SETS licensing functionality allows the authorized
user to not only view the account license detail but to
update the details as needed.
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Sureties/Bonds
SETS provides the ability to receive and store surety
or information for a customer’s license/account.
Depending on the data received with the submission
and the taxing authority business rules, SETS will either
automatically associate transmitted electronic bond
information to an existing account or queue it for a staff
member to review and identify the appropriate account.
Bond balance verification is automatic for every tax
return submission through the use of web services.
SETS securely stores all bond related information
in the system. This information can be searched,
queried and reported on. SETS provides authorized
users the ability to:

•

Override bond amount and enter a different value

•

Indicate when a bond has been received

•

Send notifications when renewals are done on
bonds received and approved

•

Connect with the licensing system to check
license status

•

Send notifications from one system to another
when bond is approved

This functionality is configurable and can search for
and pull information for a specified period of time
and make calculations for bond amount based on
formulas provided by taxing authority.
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Tax Filing and Returns
The SETS tax return functionality allows users to create
and amend tax returns. Flexible filing options are
included to meet the needs of a diverse base of tax
filers including both large scale (bulk) data interchanges
and simple-to-use web form data entry. Web form data
entry is designed primarily to allow smaller reporting
entities to file electronically by completing the tax and
other required reporting forms directly online. SETS web
forms are interactive so all data edits and validations
are processed in real time ensuring the data entered
complies with the latest approved FTA Uniformity
Standards and the State business rules.
Large scale bulk data interchanges are also supported
in SETS through the EDI file submission process,
which runs business rule validation on the uploaded
EDI file. It creates and loads the schedule detail into
a return for the filer to validate and submit if correct. If
errors are detected, the tax filer is alerted and can:
•

Correct the issue through an online data
correction process

•

Delete the submission

•

Correct their system’s data

•

Submit a corrected EDI file

Schedule details are used to create tax filings and
statements. Once schedule details have been
submitted and processed, all calculations are stored
as of the filing. These values remain static and cannot
be changed.
SETS maintains, manages and monitors statuses
throughout the application based on events that
occur. Tax returns, as well as all other submissions,
are initially set to ‘pending’ until officially submitted
to the taxing authority. The authorized business user
can query, modify, and delete any of this data up to the
point of submission. At any time, taxing authority staff
can view the activities and data, but cannot edit until
the return has been submitted. This is to promote an
accurate and complete audit trail of the data.
Original account data ‘submitted’ by the filer to the
taxing authority is preserved in its original format. On an
amended or corrected filing, SETS does not overwrite
the original submission, but uses corrected version as
the official filing for all future reference and use. Both
amendment and correction returns are considered
separate, legal documents for future reference and
use. The original submission remains in history and
is accessible to the taxing authority for searching,
viewing, reporting purposes.
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Financial Management and Payments
SETS is designed to integrate into the taxing
authority’s electronic payment process. This
integration can be with a system already in place at
the taxing authority or direct with their bank or service
provider. SETS limits the personal information stored
in its data base when it comes to banking information.
SETS is configured to collect payments through
uploads as well as data entry. Payment types currently
handled by SETS are ACH Debit, ACH Credit, eCheck,
Cash, and check. Credit card payments have not been
requested but could be integrated with the system via
a service provider or an existing system in place at the
taxing authority.
When a filer submits their tax filing they are directed to
make their payment on the liability that was created by
the filing submission. If the filing is late, SETS presents
the liability payment screen showing the tax and fees
due, interest, penalties, and any credits that may exist
in the system from past filings or refunds requested.
The receipt information from the payment system,
including a confirmation or receipt number, is posted

to the liability and the account is rebalanced. The
confirmation number along with payment reference
data is posted in a dashboard notice and sent as an
email confirmation to the account that a payment
has been successfully processed. In addition,
payment reference data is available to both the
taxing authority and registered business users to
search, view and print.
SETS associates all recognized payments to the
revenue funds/buckets defined by the taxing authority.
SETS also places all refund requests into the credit
management process. All credits requested are
reviewed and approved before they can be used to pay
future debt, transferred from one fund to another, or be
refunded to the filer. SETS shows all credit activity in
credit management credit history.
SETS supports the processing and accounting for
partial payments, deferred one-time payments,
installment plans (scheduled payments), and other
financial exceptions as defined by the taxing authority
business rules.
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Discrepancy & Crossmatch
SICPA configures and submits reporting that
crossmatches and analyses detailed tax activity to
the taxing authority, in electronic and standardized
formats. These cross-match processes and
parameters are designed by audit specialists to
capture actionable results from vast amounts of
abstract data across the entire reporting community.
Cross-matching routines support operational staff
in identifying reporting discrepancies (e.g., receipts
to disbursements, mismatches, diversion errors)

as well as audit staff in identifying potential revenue
recognition opportunities (e.g., inventory errors,
calculation errors, tax code documentation or
allocation errors).
The SETS cross-match and discrepancy process is
flexible and can be configured to work with any filing.
Once the filings are configured in SETS, the rules for
comparing the reported information can be configured
to find reconciliation issues.

Audit
SETS allows users to perform a variety of auditrelated processes, including capturing and
comparing summary information about the audit
period across all returns, as well as comparing to
prior periods and other data available in the system.
Taxing authority users of the SETS audit module
can lock a period under audit for a specific filer,
which prevents any changes or amendments being
made while the agency reviews the submitted filing.
When the analysis has been completed, the user
performing the audit can:

•

enter a corrected filing containing the changes
that resulted from the audit process;

•

upload supporting documentation in association
with the filer account; and

•

post audit determination and findings, including
audit assessment information.

The SETS Audit module is flexible and can be further
configured to meet the taxing authority’s business
rules.
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Supporting Features

Dashboard/Homepage
Dashboards are a critical component to deliver
innovation for both efficiency and optimal customer
service. Using modern dashboards with ‘tiles’, SETS is
designed to provide access and alignment of system
data to user tasks and outcomes for administration,
management and maintenance. The SETS system
provides a single, 360-degree view of excise tax data.
As a comprehensive tax management platform, the
solution provides a complete picture of historical,
current, and required activities, alerts, correspondence
and notifications for both filers and agency end-users.
Dashboards provide intuitive and simple-to-navigate
access for both taxing authority customers and
agency end-users to complete required tasks and
work items, enabling more efficient services provision.
Each SETS module is designed to be dashboard- and
worklist-driven, enabling multiple levels of navigation
based on the competency or familiarity of the user.
Account creation and management, licensing
requirements, tax return and/or information reports,
and other related functionality are accessed from this
dashboard. The dashboard is dynamically configured

for each registered user based on their assigned roles
and privileges.
Outstanding data requirements needed to complete
the activation for account, license, tax returns, refund
claims, surety/bond, and/or user alerts are highlighted
on the dashboard when the user logs in; along with a
central display of alerts, notices and correspondence
sent to filers.
In addition to the system menu, SETS offers the
user quick links to key areas to view completed or
in process tax returns, create new tax returns, make
a payment, view liabilities, etc.. These quick links
can be customized to include additional areas of
the system based on the modules acquired by the
taxing authority.
SETS is delivered with a full online help system
which displays reference material to help users
navigate the system and understand process and
data requirements pertinent to the transaction
being performed.
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Communications and Notifications
SETS is status driven: alerts, warnings and
correspondence on status-changing events are
established through the SETS modules based on
the taxing authority’s business rules. SETS acts on
a specific status and the system delivers alerts and
messages to the customer as well as to the taxing
authority that action is required and by which party.
Alerts can also be configured for
conditional occurrences, e.g., first
submission, exceeded thresholds,
time periods, and more.
SETS workflows are designed
for the taxing authority to quickly
resolve issues before they become
problems. SETS addresses the
aging and escalation of events by
sending an alert to designated/
authorized taxing authority personnel
as well as automatically updating
worklists and workflows to address
the alert. This includes license
cancelations and any other timesensitive events.
Under prescribed situations,
SETS automatically generates
correspondence, information or
reports to notify the filer and/or
the taxing authority staff of any issues or changes
required on the account. Examples include warnings
and alerts to accounts that are past due on taxes
owed as well as unfiled tax returns and any pending or
forthcoming audits.

All SETS modules are designed for authorized taxing
authority users to create, view and manage notes
associated with a variety of data items throughout
the system. This feature is available not only at an
account level but also on licenses, surety/bond, tax
returns, detail line items, payments, refund requests,
and so on. SETS tracks correspondence against
the filer ID, saving for audit trail
purposes. Communications can be
viewed, saved and printed at any
time as long as the communications
remains active in SETS.
Upon successful completion of
any transaction, including the
submission of electronic forms, a
‘successful’ message is displayed
to the user. Further, for SETS events
that result in a submission of an
electronic form and/or application,
an electronic notice, alert, and/
or correspondence is transmitted
immediately to the business user.
The SETS Message Center
allows the taxing authority to
broadcast messages about system
maintenance or upcoming changes.
The Message Center also allows
both the filer and the taxing authority to communicate
with each other via an on-line messaging service.
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Reporting & Analytics
SETS provides a comprehensive set of standard
reports and configurable query engines to enable
more detailed access to information on tax activity
and statistics. The solution uses the Microsoft SQL
Server Reporting Services (SSRS) to enable access
to information on activity and statistics within SETS.
SSRS is configured to run against a reporting and
analytics data mart to facilitate monitoring and
determination that there is no performance or
adverse operational impact to the SETS production
database.

Out-of-the-box reports can be formatted to specific
taxing authority requirements and run on a scheduled
basis using SSRS. Ad hoc queries are supported
through the SSRS and SETS application GUI. SETS
also provides integration with Tableau for analytics
and data visualization support.
SETS stores all historical data, and allows filers and
taxing authority to search for and see information
for the data submitted. Data can also be exported in
standard formats.

Search
Search features are an integral component in SETS.
Users can search using a variety of configurable
criteria, as well as filter and group the data displayed
by the filer or tax authority search criteria. All displayed
data results are searchable on column values and
the search results can be ordered in ascending or
descending order. In SETS, searches on any field are
not case sensitive. SETS allows users to click on page

numbers to go to a specific page of a multi-page
search result. SETS keeps a count of matching rows/
records discovered using the search parameters and
can display it on the screen. All search parameter
totals, as well as results, are displayed to the user
and available for printing. Search functionality can
be configured specifically to the requirements of the
taxing authority.
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Document Upload/Download
SETS provides document upload and download
capabilities across modules, including the tax return
module, for different types of files and formats, to
support various workflow tasks within the system for
taxing authority staff and filers alike. SETS supports
uploading and viewing of files and documents from
within modules or other areas and objects like tax
return module, license module etc. SETS also allows
filers to enter other information like names, dates
etc. for the file they are uploading. Full download

capabilities are available to authorized taxing authority
staff to export/download documents attached to any
filer’s account including tax returns, schedules etc.
Tax filers and taxing authority staff can tag files and
enter relevant information including notes to any
file they upload. SETS supports sorting, reordering,
grouping and filtering of files by authorized taxing
authority staff.

Interface/Integration
SETS provides seamless integration with external and
legacy assets and online components to more fully
automate processes across traditional boundaries.
Some SETS implementations currently have

integrations with license, cross-match, payments
and other systems as required by the State. SETS
supports data imports through web-forms and bulk
import format.

Activity Log
As a tax repository, SETS provides a complete audit
trail of filer and tax authority activity. This information
is never deleted. As data is updated or corrected,
SETS maintains date-stamped versions of data. Filer
data is accessed through the SETS portal; customers
and taxing authority staff can administer, manage
and maintain demographic and financial information

based on their user profiles and security rights.
The logging is performed on a continuous basis, and
logs are archived on a separate operational database
that can be used for dashboards and analysis. SICPA
uses Splunk® as a data aggregator and dashboard
tool to support the monitoring process on current
excise tax platforms.
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TECHNOLOGY

SETS Architecture
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Development Infrastructure:
Based on a proven architectural foundation
SETS is built on a microservice-based architecture—a collection of
services that can be developed, tested, deployed, and versioned
independently. Microservices implementation also makes the system
more extensible, since modules can be turned off/on or even replaced.
SETS is implemented using Microsoft .NET Core technologies, which
allows it to run on any Server or Container OS.
SETS technologies

Information infrastructure

•
•
•
•
•

• Each tier has its own respective server: WEB,
APP, and Database servers
• Each environment (QA, UAT, PROD) runs in a
separate network
• Disaster Recovery is factored into SETS
implementations via failover redundancy

.NET Core
SQL Server
ASP.NET Core
Bootstrap 4.0 (Presentation)
JSON leveraged for data
storage and transfer

SETS can be extended with third-party integrations such as Payment
integration via SOAP/REST and Active Directory integration via API/SDK.
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The SETS technical architecture addresses the technical domains indicated in the table below:

ENTERPRISE TECHNICAL
ARCHITECTURE TECHNICAL
DOMAINS
(ITRM STANDARD EA225-007)

Security

SICPA SETS
TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE
SOLUTION

SETS is governed by security standards, development best practices,
Disaster Recovery Procedures (DRP), IT policies, monitoring, access
control, log and audits.

Enterprise Management

SETS addresses all the operational needs and related tools for securely
administering, monitoring, and managing all components of the solution.
SETS adheres to IT Policies for authorized access, deploying monitoring
tools, documented processes for responding to events, and preventative
maintenance tasks. This includes DRP and overall service support.

Information

SETS leverages the information resources and DataMart for reporting and
availability to the agency staff. SETS enables the agency to leverage the
information in the system as needed by the agency.

Database

SETS supports Maria DB and MySQL.

Application

SETS domain supports Software Oriented Architecture (SOA).

Integration

SETS interfaces securely with legacy and to third party systems via web
services. SETS architecture leverages distributed computing resources in
a virtualized environment.

Platform

SETS platform hardware and software comply with security standards.
SICPA manages all required licenses, and monitoring and maintenance of
all hardware appliances to enable high level of availability.

Networking and
Telecommunications

Supports the entire required network infrastructure and connectivity for all
component modules. Network topology is supported and monitored with
redundancy for the overall solution.
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Implementation:
Proven methodology and best practices ensure success
SICPA’s approach to project planning, evaluating
requirements, implementing application services, and
managing Service Level Agreements (SLAs) is based
on well-established processes, standard templates,
and best-in class management tools. This ensures
all acceptance criteria are met and the services are
performed in accordance with the contract. SICPA’s
approach focuses on the application of Program
Management Body of Knowledge® (PMBOK®)
standards in combination with proven SICPA
practices, project managers, and line management
with deep project management experience.

Customers benefit from iterative releases to get
business functionality live in a series of milestones
to realize the system value as quickly as possible.
Each iterative release includes defining the business
rules and requirements, Quality Assurance (QA), User
Acceptance Testing (UAT), and pilot testing.
SICPA also develops and delivers the relevant
technical systems documentation, Project
Implementation Plan, and schedule. In addition, SICPA
maintains a Disaster Recovery (DR) and Business
Continuity Plan.

Training:
A smooth transition for all stakeholders
SICPA structures training programs to meet the specific
needs of the customer, and provides training to:
•

Business users

•

Staff

•

Related stakeholders

Training starts with live, online training sessions. Ondemand recorded training sessions provide posttraining review and continuous training support. A

simple microsite provides easy online access to these
training materials and other support resources, such
as taxpayer user manuals and related documentation.
All materials are version controlled.
SETS is delivered with a full online help system.
Reference material to help users navigate the
system and data requirements is displayed in the
help information relevant to the transaction being
performed.
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Security/Data Privacy:
The foundation for all application components
At SICPA, we believe security is a foundational
element of any solution. Security is built into SETS
from the ground up using industry standards from
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) revision 800-53, which defines controls and
standards to ensure basic security elements are
applied to all systems. While NIST 800-53 is not the
absolute source for all security baselines, it provides a
standard that all components can leverage. As part of
its approach, SICPA takes 800-53 and aligns it to the
agency to create custom baselines that will account
for specific State requirements and standards and
encompass any controls that may be missing.
The baseline established by SICPA brings various
capabilities together to incorporate security as an
operational rhythm that can be used to identify
flaws, analyze them, and remediate them, while still
maintaining a secure environment. By incorporating
baseline standards, SICPA ensures that all elements
of the system are protected.

controlled environment. SICPA has documented its
own policies and implemented standard processes
and templates. SICPA is certified by Lloyd’s Register
of Quality Assurance, Ltd. (LRQA) for: ISO 9001:2008,
ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007 across all
of our major operations. SICPA’s secure printing and
finishing facilities are certified to ANSI/NASPO SA
2013 and ISO 14298:2013 standards.
All SICPA environments related to United States
contracts are hosted within a certified U.S. data center,
which provide services within the continental United
States. SICPA data centers meet minimum global
standards such as SOC-2 compliance, ISO 9001, ISO
27001, ISO 27017, and ISO 27018. All infrastructure
and applications running in SICPA’s data centers
are managed and maintained to ensure ongoing
alignment to standards and requirements. As part of
hosting capabilities, SICPA offers business continuity
by leveraging different geographical locations within
the United States for continuity of operations. SICPA
uses Azure for cloud infrastructure.

Because of the sensitive nature of SICPA’s business,
SICPA has experience operating in a regulated and
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BENEFITS

For the tax authority—SETS provides a secure platform that integrates
with existing agency systems and is configured to support the required
daily functions of agency staff to:
o

Maximize revenue collections
with automated discrepancy and
crossmatch to focus audit and
enforcement efforts

o

Increase efficiency by
automating otherwise manual
and disconnected data,
systems, and processes – all in
alignment with FTA Uniformity
standards

o

Streamline operations with
workflow management and
full customer service support
services for both agency
personnel and the filing
community

o

Improve accuracy through realtime error checking of submitted
data, reducing the amount of
time spent in reworking and
addressing taxpayer concerns.

o

Leverage comprehensive
cross-match and audit process
workflows and supports auditor
posting of determinations and
audit assessments.

o

Comply with extensive security
requirements

For filers/taxpayers—SETS provides a modern, dashboard-driven, rolebased system that also allows business entities to be more efficient and
timely in meeting tax compliance requirements. For example:
o

Ease administrative and tax filing
burdens with online services and
flexible filing options including
web forms and EDI file uploads

o

Improve on-time filing and avoid
penalties with real-time filing,
including error checks and fixing
guidance prior to submission

o

Reduce liabilities with flexible
application of tax payments
across accounts and liabilities.

o

More quickly identify and resolve
issues with automatic alerts and
managed workflows

o

Support taxpayers with
contextual online help and
well-structured training and
enablement programs to
support transition into the
system

o

Empower business entities
to manage their account in
accordance with regulatory
controls as specified by agency
business rules with ready
access to real-time data.
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NEXT STEPS

As you are weighing options to enhance your excise tax administration and
enforcement efforts, here are 10 factors to consider in evaluating excise
tax administration systems:

1.

The organization’s understanding of excise taxes

2.

System alignment to excise taxes and FTA Uniformity standards

3.

Ease of use for licensees and tax filers

4.

Role-based access for different system users

5.

Reporting and analytics capabilities to include standard reports and
ad-hoc reporting

6.

Integration options to interface with current systems

7.

Flexibility to adapt to new initiatives, legislation, and mandates

8.

Features that improve efficiency, such as dashboards, workflow
tools, communications, notes, etc.

9.

Data validation, error checking and other tools for increasing
accuracy and speed

10. Organizational capabilities such as project management and
delivery methodology, training and customer support, and long-term
commitment to success

To learn more or to schedule a SETS demo, contact
securitysolutionsUS@sicpa.com.
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About SICPA
SICPA is a trusted global provider of security inks as well as secured identification,
traceability and authentication solutions. With high-technology security inks at the core
of its expertise, the company protects the majority of the world’s banknotes, security
and value documents, and a wide range of consumer and industrial products. It offers
solutions and services ensuring product authentication, traceability and protection as
well as tax reconciliation. In the U.S., SICPA is the leading excise tax solution provider
through its SICPA Product Security, which provides integrated solutions for excise tax and
MSA compliance, administration, and enforcement
About Meyercord Revenue, a SICPA company
Founded in 1894, Meyercord Revenue is the leading excise tax stamp provider with
customers in 46 U.S. states and more than 160 municipalities and Native American
tribes. Offering customers industry leading tax stamp solutions with associated stamp
fulfilment, tax processing, MSA compliance and audit selection IT capabilities, Meyercord
Revenue has more than 59 years of dedicated industry experience supporting tobacco
excise tax administrative and enforcement requirements and has shipped over 5 trillion
tax stamps to date.

SICPA
8000 Research Way
Springfield, VA 22153
USA

Tel +1 703 455 8050
Fax +1 703 455 4518
security.solutions@sicpa.com
www.sicpa.com
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